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HISTORY

Yesteryear, bygone times,
days gone by, times past,
olden times, days of yore,
days of old, good old days...

N

ecessity is the Mother of Invention, as they say, and it’s true as well with the VASE amplifier. Tony Troughton,
VASE’s founder brought a knowledge of amplifiers from England when he immigrated to Australia in 1950. He
saw a market for quality amplifiers for the burgeoning rock and roll scene in Queensland. He started a home based
business repairing and building amplifiers. This business became known as VASE . Tony’s son Gerry was one of his
first “customers” for both hand made guitar and amplifier. He went on to build for other customers for whom he
worked to achieve the sound they wanted. The picture below is of the Troughton Boys.
Geoffrey Walden, author of It’s Only Rock ‘n’ Roll But I Like It : A history of the early days of rock ‘n’ roll in Brisbane, feels Tony’s equipment was “the equal of
anything in the world” which
failed to achieve the success
it deserved both because
there was a widely held belief that Queensland manufactured goods couldn’t
possibly be as good as the
name brands manufactured
overseas or even “above the
border” in New South Wales.
Tony’s perfectionism, while
leading to high standards
and excellent outcomes,
didn’t result in business
success and insufficient
business acumen and personal tragedies are cited as
reasons the business failed.
While VASE didn’t become a
household name world-wide, a very strong support base was built and continues to grow as the amplifiers first appearing in the 50’s continue to show up and astonish people with their sound 60+ years on!
Tony Troughton

For more VASE history, try this link: http://www.guitarnerd.com.au/?p=1946. support

HISTORY IN
THE MAKING

REALIZING THE
DREAM, TAKING
A SHOT AT IT,
EMBRACING THE
INNER MAVERICK,
GOING FOR IT...

A Big Green Shed and a Few Good Men
A

lthough coming half a century after it’s beginning, the current
VASE organization has its roots in the past. Harry Lloyd-Williams
whose dream it was to resurrect the old company had met Tony
Troughton and built his first amplifier with the help and encouragement of the man himself. ( See April 7 2009 issue of VASE NEWS). While
Harry went on to start another sound company, he always had an
interest in the VASE guitar and bass amplifiers. He was able to realize his
dream with the help of a small group of like-minded colleagues.
As many amplifier builders did , Tony started out as a cottage (read: in
your lounge room) industry. VASE currently is not in Harry’s lounge
room but in the back garden in a large green shed. It is here that Noel
Bourne with an with an occassional assist and input from others put
in the hours to bring these hand crafted pieces of history to life again.
The boxes themselves are handcrafted out of the finest Finnish ply,
covered in vinyl manufactured as it was for the original boxes and fitted
with grill cloth which exactly replicates the original.
The September 2011 issue gives a complete picture of the components,
assembly and testing of the new amplifiers. View all previous issues on
the VASE web site www.vase.com.au

Harry Lloyd-Williams, Richard Faint, Graeme Whitehouse, Paul Lister, Noel Bourne
and Paul Holland, the new VASE team intent on making new VASE history

Exterior and interior shots of
the “Big Green Shed” where
the VASE work and testing are
carried out

Combining a couple of articles in this issue, we’re giving you a case study of what it’s like to deal with the VASE folks. Feedback from, and interaction with you out there is encouraged and valued. Here’s a recent exchange between Noel Bourne and Ron who was looking for some information and assistance.

“I have a VASE SHOWMAN guitar head in need of some TLC. Apart from new valves, it probably needs all the circuit boards
checked and pots serviced etc. Do you have a circuit diagram that I can get, so I a tech can go through it? I have read your
website and this model does not appear to show up anywhere. Do you have info on the amp and possible date of manufacture.
If restored, I think this would be a lovely unit and would sit well with my other nice amps. Thanks.. Ron”
Hi Ron,
Thanks for your enquiry. Sorry we don’t appear to have any information on the “Showman” model and cannot narrow down a manufacture date.
We would really appreciate some photos from you to perhaps publish in our newsletter if at all possible. Close up front panel and inside under chassis shots are always
interesting also.
Yes, they are well worth restoring and if you can let me know where you are located I could direct you to a reputable technician closest to you.
Cheers, Noel Bourne
Hi Noel,
Thanks for the reply email…..
I run a music retail and home theatre equipment outlet and production company, so I am in contact with 2 main companies who service our
gear…..Justware and FM Audio in Adelaide, SA
I have spoken to one of them who can do this (one of the Justware partners used to manufacture RITE Amplifiers in the 70’s as well).
I will get some photos and send them through next week when I get back home, as I live in country SA.
If this unit come up well, it will sit next to my 1980 Mesa-Boogie MKII Super 60, Fender Super Reverb ’65 Blackface (original), Soldano
Hot Rod 50, Fender Bassman 70 (silverface ‘70’s), Sound City 50 head and a number of old quads, and bass amps….and I don’t even play
anymore. In a box is also a DIASON amp head from my first amp days.
Be in touch and will get you the history you need.

Cheers……Ron

Hi Ron,
Thanks for getting back to me.
Sounds like you have it covered on the service front...I’m sure once the tech gets inside the amp that it will all make sense to him.
Once restored, the VASE Showman should sit nicely with your great amp collection.  
By all means if your tech wants to pass anything by me then you have my details that you can give to them and I would assist wherever possible.
Cheers, Noel Bourne
Hi Noel,
Got back and here are the photos of the VASE

SHOWMAN

It looks interesting as there are a couple of things that look a bit
strange
to me. Anyway here is the rundown.
1. The serial number is 1552, which has been stamped on the back
and inside
the chassis and the written date is 7/11/78
2. The main valves are 6550 and the pre-amps are a mixture of ??
and a 12AX7
3. On the back it has 2 volume controls and a light output
4. The speaker output has 4ohms written next to it.......?????
5. The internals do not look too bad and should ‘scrub up’ pretty
well,
assuming no major component changes.
Don’t think there is anything else I can repay, so hope this is
enough.
Look forward to hearing from you, with some details of circuits and
valve Ron

Hi Ron,
Thanks for the photos.
Yes, components appear to look all original.
I would have dated it much earlier than 1978...I wonder if perhaps a tech at some point has
replaced and rebiased the valves and dated it at that time?
I dont think the 6550 valves would have been original type fitted....perhaps more likely EL34
or 6L6 types...a closer examination of the circuit and the way the output valve bases are wired may yield a clue as to the type used.
I notice it has a Ferguson PVD108 power transformer and this was the type also used in the early Trendsetter 40 amps.
It is employed with a voltage doubler for the HT supply and bias is HT derived.
The output transformer is most likely also a Ferguson model however I cannot read the model number from the photos. Some Ferguson output
transformers e.g. OPM13 had multiple output taps at 2,4,8 and 16 ohm and just the ohm tap required for a specific loudspeaker load was
prewired at the time of manufacture.
The limiter is an interesting feature I have not seen in a Vase circuit before.
An examination of the circuit would be required to establish the the limiter functions and the functions of the 2 x rear mounted pots.
Again an examination of the circuit and valve base heater wiring would be required to establish the probable valve types used. 12AX7’s were “generally” used for preamps and sometimes phase splitter location although 12AT7 have been seen in phase splitter location as has 6CG7 in this position although it’s heater wiring would be wired pin 4 and 5 as opposed to
pin 4 and 5 linked and pin 9 for the 12A*7 types.
Sorry, as previously mentioned we dont have schematics for the VASE Showman amp although I would think your tech that has had valve amp reapir experience should be able to trace
the circuit out and get it restored.
I would think that this is going to be a nice sounding amp once restored.
Hope I have been of some help and again thanks for the photos.
Cheers,
Noel Bourne

*************************************************************************************************************************************************

VASE in Social Media

Creativity Well Managing Director and Principal Consultant, Paul Holland, is asking for more old pictures of local bands, VASE users or not. He’s offered to scan and share
them with others Videos and pictures (which will be returned) may be sent to his address below.

Hi all. We’ve had a great couple of months of contact through our Facebook page. What caused all the interest? We were able to upload some
fantastic old pics of Brisbane bands from the late 70s. There were a couple of great pics of a very young Go-Betweens outfit playing as a three
piece at Griffith University. Then there were the Hardons – not the Sydney Hard-Ons, but the Brisbane band of a similar name that were a
key part of the local punk scene in the mid to late 70s. Interestingly the Sydney Hard-Ons and their fans that contacted me didn’t know the
Brisbane guys had ever existed. That could never happen today, but it goes to show how restricted information was in the pre-mobile phone
and pre-web days of the 70s.
We’d love to see more old pics on the site – particularly those showcasing VASE gear. Go and trawl through the suitcases under the bed or the plastic bags in the garage and
see if you can find any old polaroids, prints, negatives or slides of bands you liked or gigs that you were at. The pics can be from the 60s through to the present day.
We’re able to scan any of those things and return the originals to you. Just contact me at hollandp@bigpond.net.au or send the to:
Paul Holland
PO Box 2612
Chermside Centre, Q 4032
I’ll copy the pics and return to you. I’ll also email you digital copies.
As I mention each month, we’re still looking for your stories past and present that involve VASE amps.
Don’t forget the VASE YouTube Channel:
http://www.youtube.com/user/vaseamp
We’d like to feature your vids as well. Contact us about that.
The VASE Facebook page is: http://www.facebook.com/pages/VASE/340145740765
Follow us on Twitter at: http://twitter.com/#!/vaseamps
The VASE YouTube Channel is at http://www.youtube.com/user/vaseamp
Let us know your thoughts direct on FB and Twitter or at info@vase.com.au
Cheers
Paul
*********************************************************************************************************************************************

Till next time, Carol

carol@vase.com.au

